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Computer research is expansiv~
expensiv~ and alarmingly fast-paced.
But SU and industry are meeting
the challenge-and building new
friendships in the process.
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t's a brilliantly sunny
day as Kamal Jabbour,
assistant professor of
electrical and computer engineering, stands
on the roof of Link
Hall , the Carrier
Do me
gleaming
behind him .
From this lofty
perch Jabbour is
riveted, not by the sight
of the campus spread out below but by a red
satellite dish directly in front of him .
"This small dish is mine," he explains
to a visitor. Dwarfed by others on the roof
of Link Hall , Jabbour's small dish receives
a torrent of National Weather Service
data-some 150 million characters a day.
Downstairs, in a windowless room his
students call "the cave," Jabbour points to
an IBM PC that has been running continuously since Thanksgiving. Sorting
through screen after screen ofdata on cloud
coverage, humidity, and temperature, it
pulls information on upstate New York and
ships it each hour to the University's mainframe computer.
Everymorningat4:30a.m. , while most
people are asleep, a special computer program merges these files together to arrive
at a weather picture for the coming day.
That accomplished, it sweeps through an
enormous data base-nearly 90,000 entries
representing weather conditions and electricity usage for every hour of the past 10
years- in search of a day with similar
conditions.
When a match is made, the program
notes electricity use for each hour of the
model day and then corrects for the
electricity-use inflation of the past decade.
All together, it takes a cool 24 seconds to
spit out a startlingly accurate forecast of
next-day power consumption for the
region.
Later that morning, across town at the
massive new power control facility owned
by Niagara Mohawk Power Corp., human
forecasters will labor for 45 minutesroughly 100 times as long- to arrive at a
similar prediction.
But they won't work that way much
longer if Chuck Saylor, Niagara Mohawk's
manager of power systems research, has his
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"If acompany like Niagara Mohawk is not
closely tied to emer~ng technolo~es, then
it's going to get left behind:'

way. Instead, they'll use Jabbour's computer program, developed with Walter
Meyer, director ofSU's Institute for Energy
Research. ALFA, as the program is called
(short for Automated Load Forecasting
Assistant) , will allow them to make
forecasts as often as the weather changes,
instead of once a day. It is potentially a
very important efficiency tool for Niagara
Mohawk.
Three years ago, Brad Strait, director of
SU's Center for Computer Applications
and Software Engineering (or CASE
Center) , came knocking on Niagara
Mohawk's door in search of corporate partners. After learning of SU's record in artificial intelligence research, Saylor hit on
the idea of applying artificial intelligence
to one of his company's most critical tasks.
Saylor knew full well the importance of
accurate load forecasting to the company's
bottom line, but until three years ago, the
process had resisted automation . Conventional statistical techniques were inaccurate
and incapable of reflecting all the variables
involved. Saylor wondered whether artificial intelligence, by mimicking many of
the decisions human forecasters make,
might not hold out more promise. Before
long, Saylor and Strait had made a deal: in
return for Niagara Mohawk's participation
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in the CASE Center as an initial sponsor,
CASE Center researchers would attempt
to create an expert system to forecast load.
Eighteen months later, after hours of hand
punching data and interviewing the company's load forecasters, they succeeded.
Niagara Mohawk is currently testing
ALFA, and the lengthy process of integrating the program into the utility's daily
operations still lies ahead. If ALFA is implemented successfully-and so far the
signs are encouraging-Niagara Mohawk
will become the first utility in the world to
use artificial intelligence to forecast load.
The moral of the story? With more and
more marketable new ideas coming from
university labs, companies can't afford to
rely solely on their own research and
development (R&D). After all, such commercially promising new fields as
biotechnology and artificial intelligence
got their start in university settings. Says
Fred Ludwick, a Niagara Mohawk senior
engineer working to implement ALFA, "If
a billion-dollar company like Niagara
Mohawk is not closely tied to the emerging technologies, then it's going to get left
behind economically."
These days, as the United States struggles to maintain its place in a fiercely competitive international economy, many other
companies would agree.

S

U's collaboration with Niagara
Mohawk is just one of dozens of
such collaborations on campus
and one of thousands taking place
between universities and industries nationwide. Faced by a federal government increasingly reluctant to shoulder the burden
of research funding and goaded into action
by a wave of competition from Japan and
other countries, universities and industries
have turned to each other with a new sense
of urgency-and a renewed spirit of
cooperation.
In the process, many of the traditional inhibitions that once encumbered such collaborations have fallen away. No longer do
campus researchers fear that "corporate
types" want only to turn university labs into
job shops. And no longer do business
managers assume that campus "eggheads"
can't- or won't- address practical problems. Each side has come to respect the
other.
University labs are now perceived as an
important link in the chain that brings new
technologies to market. Today, "technology transfer''-the transfer of commercially promising technology from the lab
to the marketplace- is the phrase on
everybody's lips, from college presidents
to corporate financial officers. To abet the
process on college campuses, hundreds of
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On Board

S

ince its founding in 1984, the Center
for Advanced Thchnology in Computer Applications and Software
Engineering (CASE) has attracted the support and interest of more than 40 corporate members, some of whom have contributed more than a million dollars.
Without such corporate partnerships, the
CASE Center would be unable to carry
out its mission of technology transfer.
1bree levels of industrial membership
have been established within the CASE
Center. Each level, based upon monetary
support of the center, carries a different
magnitude of responsibility and benefit.
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TRW

Westinghouse Electric Corp.

Current Affiliates
Support from affiliates varies in size and
type, but it is based on their intention to
collaborate with CASE in areas of mutual
interest. Afrdiates include

Digital Equipment Corp.
General Electric Co.
mMCorp.
Symbolics
Unisys (formerly Sperry Corp.)
United Thcbnologies-Carrier

Adaptive Thchnology
Anaren Microwave
Array Analysis
Coherent Research
E.I. DuPont De Nemours and Co.
Hewlett Packard Co.
Honeywell
InmosCorp.
Kaman Sciences Corp.
MK Enterprises
Mutual Life Insurance
Company of New York-MONY
Financial Services
Southeastern Center for
Electrical Engineering Education
Syracuse Research Corp.
Systems Designers Software
Welch-Allyn Foundation

Associates

Other Participants

An associate member contributes a
$10,000 annual membership fee to the
CASE Center with the intent to support
research and other sponsored activities at
a level exceeding $40,000 a year. Associates
include

Data Management Systems
Dix Typesetting Co.
Enerlog Systems
O'Brien & Gere Engineers
Renaissance Learning Systems
Syracuse Applied Reasoning
Syracuse Export-Import Co.
The Omicron Group

Founders

centers for technological innovationvirtual magnets for government and industrial funding-have sprung up, SU's
own CASE Center among them. Here
university researchers conduct both basic
and applied research, underwritten by interested companies or government agencies. Some universities, including SU, hold
up their end of the bargain by supporting
incubation centers for new high-tech
businesses and eveh investing occasionally in promising new enterprises.
The link between college and commerce
isn't entirely new (see "Roots of Research;'
page 26), but it has never been so strong
as it is today. In the late 1960s and early
1970s, the so-called military-industrial
complex earned a bad name on campus.
Once the period of campus unrest had
passed and students began to show renewed
interest in their careers, universities and industry still saw each other as members of
opposing camps. "In fact, as recently as
1980, many in both academia and business
believed they should maintain an arm'slength relationship," comments Scott
Muirhead, director of corporate and foundation programs at SU.
"After all, the argument went, the two
cultures could never collaborate harmoniously. University researchers pursue
the creation of new knowledge without
regard for its commercial potential and are

New York Thlephone
Niagara Mohawk Power Corp.

A founder contributes a $25,000 annual
membership fee to the CASE Center with
the intent to support research and other
sponsored activities at a level exceeding
$200,000 a year. Founders include

AT&T
Corning Glass Works
Equipment Corp.
Link Division-Singer Corp.
rewarded only if they give it away by
publishing their results. Industrial scientists, on the other hand, have short-term,
product-oriented research agendas and
disseminate that information only within
the corporation to obtain commercial advantages over competitors."
To a lesser degree, these differences still
hold. But instead of accentuating their differences, industries and universities now
work to find common ground.
They have little choice. In a world in
which technological change proceeds at

breakneck speed, and in which Japan is so
often ahead of the United States in bringing new products to market, companies require a steady stream of new ideas and
about five times more trained specialists
than are currently available. That's where
universities come in. Colleges, meanwhile,
desperately require new equipment and
significant amounts of money for research,
and that's where business comes in.
Under President Reagan, who has
striven since he was inaugurated to
privatize certain governmental functions,
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the federal government supports such
cooperation. " When Reagan took office,"
says James Luckett, director of SU's Office of Sponsored Programs, "one of his
first administrative moves was to cut funding for research. Then he called on the corporate world to pick up some of the slack."
Out of necessity, corporations responded.
In 1986, Business Week estimated ,
businesses invested more than $58 billion
in research and development-only
slightly less than the federal government
spent for such purposes.
Only a tiny portion of business's money
went directly to universities. Yet the trend
toward greater industry participation in
university research is clear. According to
the National Science Foundation, in 1978
industry supported less than $170 million
in university-based research. By 1985 those
figures had risen to $538 million, representing an increase from 3.7 percent to 5.6
percent of university research budgets.
At SU the increase in industry-sponsored
programs has been far steeper. According
to Jim Luckett, corporate contributions to
SU's funding base have increased 12-fold
in five years, from $388,000 in 1981 to $4.9
million in 1986, or from 3 percent to 20 percent of the total .
The CASE Center is one of the reasons
that corporate contributions to SU's funding base have increased so much . Created
in 1984 by the New York State Science and
Technology Foundation, the CASE Center
is one of seven different Centers for Advanced Technology (CAT) at universities
around the state. The others focus on such
areas of potential technological innovation
as telecommunications, medical instrumentation, and biotechnology in agriculture. Syracuse, by virtue of its preeminence in artificial intelligence, was
designated a Center for Computer Applications and Software Engineering.
The CAT program itself was inspired by
the resurgence of high-tech industries
around Boston, a resurgence that is driven
by the furious rate at which commercial
spin-offs emerge from MIT. The goal of the
CAT program is to bring together New
York state's m;;tjor industries and universities to conduct research, develop new
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"(Reagan) cut
funding for research.
Then he called on
the corporate world
to pick up some of
the slack:'

products, and launch new businesses. In
order to secure state funding-up to
$1 million each year-every CAT must raise
a corresponding amount from industry.
Already SU's CASE Center has raised
more matching funds from industry than
any other CAT in the state- more than
$18 million.
Thus Syracuse University has thrown
open its doors to businesses throughout the
country, from New York and Massachusetts all the way to California. "The ivory
tower is an ivory tower no more," says
Karen Hiiemae, vice president for research
and graduate studies.

I

n the three short years since the
CASE Center was founded at
Syracuse, a good many companies
have walked through its doors.
IBM Corp. came in search of a way to
transfer software between different computer systems.
Digital Equipment Corp. came with a
VAX 3800 computer system, valued at
$380,000, to be used for sound analysis.
Westinghouse Electric Corp. came in
search of new computer architectures and
better data-base management systems,
especially as they relate to computerassisted design.

Singer-Link Corp. came in search of
help in the analysis of an expert system that
supports instruction on flight-simulating
computers.
In all, some 70 collaborative projects
have been completed or are underway at the
CASE Center, involving not only SU but
some ofthe 15 other New York colleges and
universities that make up the CASE Center
consortium.
Located in a spacious suite of offices in
Hinds Hall, the center is under the direction of Strait, whose firm handshake and
straightforward manner have won over
many a corporate manager. A wiry man
w ith angular features , Strait b rings
American Gothic to mind, though more
often than not there's a smile on his face.
Companies tend to appreciate the efforts
he makes on their behalf. They're willing
to pay, too, and handsomely, for the
privilege of working with him and his
colleagues- more than 50 prominent
faculty members in electrical and computer engineering, computer and information sciences, and other disciplines. In fact,
II companies-from General Electric,
IBM , Unisys, Symbolics, and UTCCarrier Corp. to Singer-Link, Digital
Equipment Corp., Niagara Mohawk,
Corning Glass Works, New York Telephone, TRW Inc. , and Westinghousecontribute membership fees (or equivalent
goods and services) ranging from $10,000
to $25,000 a year. Most of them also sponsor research projects at levels ranging from
$40,000 to more than $200,000 a year.
Other companies, whose involvement is
more limited , donate equipment, fund
smaller projects, or support graduate
research assistants in order to have access
to the center's research team.
In return for their contributions, industry
members receive a slew of benefits. They
may request the center's assistance in
evaluating or performing research. At
twice-yearly Research Review meetings,
they get a sneak peek at a broad range of
CASE Center research. They also have access to faculty members, to the center's
computing facilities, and to classes and
special workshops. For those in the market
for new employees, the center maintains a
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The Other Part of the Equation
A

university's dual mission
is to discover and to
teach. Where science is
concerned, the first is accomplished in the lab, but the latter
may be accomplished anywhere
at all, especially when industry
comes into the picture.
SU computer science and
engineering students learn in a
variety of settings-on campus,
at off-campus teaching centers,
and even on the job, thanks in
part to SU faculty members who
are more than willing to meet industry halfway.
Since 1951, in fact, faculty
members from the College of
Engineering and School of
Management have traveled to Endicott, Poughkeepsie, Rome, and
Corning to teach graduate
courses to industrial employees.
Four different off-campus
centers, three devoted to computer science and engineering
and one to management, are in
operation, serving some 700
students a year, with more than
80 graduate courses taught off
campus each year.
ffiM, General Electric, SingerLink, Corning Glass Works,
Rome Air Development Center,
New York State Electric and Gas,
Ingersoll Rand, Westinghouse,
Nabisco, and many other companies have sent employees to the
centers, which tailor courses to
industry's needs and are located
close to the workplace.
"SU has a remarkable record
of collaborating with industry in
terms of graduate education;'
says Brad Strait. "I used that
background extensively to convince the state that SU was a place
where a Center for Advanced
Technology should be!' SU is
home to the Center for Computer
Applications and Software
Engineering, which Strait
directs.
The process goes on in reverse
at the undergraduate level, where
on-campus engineering students
vie for placements in industry.
About 100 make the grade each
year, earning the chance to work
for nine months in such com-
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panies as Boeing, General
Motors, General Electric, IBM,
Niagara Mohawk, Carrier, and
others.
A rigorous grooming process
begins in their sophomore year,
when the students are taught how
to dress and behave in a corporate
setting. As M. J. Fairbanks,
director of the engineering
cooperative education program,
says, "What we really do here is
take kids and dress them up, and
they come back as adults. It's very
rewarding!'
While they're working, the
students are paid from $950 to
$2,400 a month. They continue to
reap benefits, albeit less tangible
ones, from their experience when
they return to campus. "The
faculty members here wiD tell you
that the classroom dynamic is different once students have been
out in the working world;' Fairbanks points out. Students become feistier and more involved,
she says, when they've had a
chance to hone their skills in a
real-world setting.
Then, when they're out in the
world for good, the Syracuse
graduates help to cement the
bond between the University and
business.
"Let's recognize one of the
reasons we have such a good relationship with IBM," faculty
member Dan Pease points out.
"There are more technical degree
holders at ffiM from Syracuse
University than from any other
university in the country!'
Freshly minted Syracuse
graduates have been particularly important to Anaren Microwave, an affiliate member of the
CASE Center. "The biggest,
riskiest R&D projects we've had
were taken on by people just one
year out ofSU with their master's
degree. It's unheard of to put so
much responsibility on such
young engineers;' says Carl W.
Gerst Jr., who launched Anaren
with Hugh Hair 20 years ago after
pursuing graduate work in electrical engineering at SU. Today,
the company, which manufactures sensors used in receivers to

monitor radar ("very expensive
fuzzbusters;• says Gerst with a
smile), employs 400 people and
generates millions of dollars in
revenue a year.
What makes SU's graduates so
useful to Anaren is the experience
they gain at the CASE Center in
designing very large scale in-

tegrated circuitry-microprocessors containing thousands and
thousands of transistors on a
single chip.
"When somebody at a master's
degree level has already done that
and joins us;' says Gerst, "it's a
tremendous help."
-B.A.

Industry looks to S U for the education of
employees, both current and future.

r
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list of graduating students in different
fields.
Also, because the CASE Center is interdisciplinary in its membership and
research, it offers a single route of access
to the University for industry researchers,
who may have been confounded in the past
by SU's assortment of schools, colleges,
and departments.
"What we'd like to see eventually," says
Strait, "is for industry to think of the
University as part and parcel of its research
establishment. On the other side of the
coin, the University system could look at
industry as its development arm. It's a twoway street."
The two-way street Strait describes is one
IBM and other companies have traveled for
years. "We rely on universities as a source
of employees," says IBM vice president
Patrick A. Toole, "but in addition, the
university is often an incubator of new ideas
or a sounding board for radical changes."
Toole's message is clear. To avoid falling into a rut, businesses must seek out new
ideas. What better place than a university
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campus, where new ideas are common
currency?

T

o view fruits of the type of innovation to which Toole refers,
a trip to the computer room in
Link Hall is in order. There
Edward Stabler, professor of electrical and
computer engineering, demonstrates the
expert help system he and his graduate
assistants built for IBM.
"When a person asks for help, the computer shouldn't refuse," Stabler says,
reasonably enough. But before Stabler got
his hands on the help system, the University's mainframe-a powerful IBM mainframe-was inordinately fussy. A single
query on how to perform a particular function might yield 80 screens of information.
Or a misspelled query might yield nothing
at all.
Stabler offered to remedy this state ofaffairs when Strait came to him three years
ago with word that IBM was loaning
millions of dollars in equipment to help

launch the CASE Center. What, he asked
Stabler, might SU offer in return?
Stabler, who laughingly claims his
memory is so bad that he frequently needs
help when at the screen, suggested creating
an expert system to improve the mainframe's help system. Once IBM agreed, he
repartitioned the information so that no
more than a screen or two would come up
at once and installed a program that would
react more tolerantly to whatever a user
may type when asking for help.
Now, misspellings, abbreviations, and
unnecessary words no longer faze it. Instead, the program simply makes sense of
them, much as a human would. Then it offers up a concise explanation of the function in question and politely inquires
whether the user wants to explore the matter further. Stabler's idea worked, and IBM
has gained in the process; the company has
incorporated aspects of Stabler's system into its existing system.
Dan Pease, assistant professor of electrical and computer engineering, has also
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worked closely with IBM for several years
on a project that had the company stymied.
An expansive man who speaks with
remarkable clarity about even the most
complicated subjects, Pease spent 15 years
working for General Electric before coming to the University 8 years ago. Because
life on both sides ofthe fence is familiar to
him, he moves easily in either world.
"Say I've written a computer program to
solve a problem," Pease says, explaining
the project he completed for IBM. "Now
suppose I want to do a bigger problem than
the machine I wrote the program for can
handle. I just take my program and run it
on the mainframe, right?" Pease's voice
drops dramatically. "Wrong. It's not that
easy to transfer, or 'migrate,' software and
data from an intermediate-sized machine
to a big IBM system without driving
yourself crazy." But Pease's software ·
migrator does the trick, allowing programs
to move into different environments.
The project proceeded in stages, with
presentations made to IBM every step of
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"What we'd like to
see eventually is for
industry to think of
the University as
part and parcel of
its research
establishment:'

the way. In the end, Pease and a team of
graduate students developed a program
capable of transferring applications written for medium-sized machines-the type
of computers likely to be found in academic
departments-to larger systems like the
University's mainframe. Now Pease is
turning his attention to tools that will allow
users to hook up to still more powerful
computers without knowing much about
them. The eventual goal of such work is "to
make complicated computing possible
with the least pain."
"We try to look at problems that industry
is not structured to solve,'' Pease says.
"Universities, by their very nature, have an
easier time solving open-ended, interdisciplinary problems."
Within a company, he explains, divisions
may vie for the ownership of a particular
project. When a project crosses divisions,
problems can arise. On college campuses,
however, the concept of ownership is different. " I consider any of the work I do,
even for IBM , public-domain work,'' he
says.
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High Tech's New Home
C
omputer related research
at SU, having grown so
quickly during the past
decade, takes place in virtually
every academic building at
Syracuse University.
The College of Engineering
and the School of Computer and
Information Science conduct
research in Link Hall, and the
Department of Chemistry's
research in computer analysis
takes place in Bowne. The School
of Information Studies does its
work in Huntington Hall. The
Center for Advanced Technology
in Computer Applications and
Software Engineering (CASE
Center) conducts most of its computer research in Hinds Hall.
To an outsider, it would seem
that the University succeeds in
research despite the remoteness of
resources and personnel.
But when the new Science and
Technology Center is complete,
resources and personnel will be
joined at last. All ofthe computer
related research units listed
above, or parts thereof, will be
housed in the Science and
Technology Center-a single
facility in which resources and
ideas can be better shared.
Rather than crossing the Quad to
exchange information or materials, researchers will work
together under the same roof.
The "Sci-Tech Center:' pnder
construction this summer, will
cost approximately $32 million to
complete. Construction of the
building is being funded in part
by New York State in the form of
a $5-million grant and
$27-million interest-free loan.
An additional $20 million will
be required for research equipment, $12 million of which was
appropriated by the federal government in support of the new
Northeast Parallel Architectures
Center.
Located on a five-acre block
directly east ofthe main campus,
between College Place and Comstock Avenue, the Sci-'lkh Center
will eventually provide 200,000
square feet of space. September

12

1988 is the estimated completion
date.
Housing computer related research units in one facility will
enable the University to better
coordinate such projects, preventing the duplication of
research efforts by separate
teams. The proximity of researchers is expected to promote
greater interaction. Day-to-day
contact among these researchers,
whether in the lab or around the
coffee pot, should result in new
ideas.
The Sci-Tech Center is also
designed to promote collaborative research between the University and private-sector organizations. A key tenant will be the
CASE Center, which has already
generated roughly ;,} computer
related collaborative projects
with external corporate sponsorship of roughly $18 million.
In the CASE Center's new location, faculty members and
students will continue to work
with professionals from industry
and business to promote faster
techitology transfer-the translation of basic research into commercial application. The CASE
Center will also provide shelter
for developing technologies in the
incubation stage.
Placing the CASE Center in the
new Science and Technology
Center will "facilitate an exchange of ideas:• says Brad

Strait, director of the CASE
Center. "The whole will be
greater than the sum of its parts!'
"It is essential:' says Gershon
Vincow, vice chancellor for
academic affairs, "that our efforts in the CASE Center be supported by research and education
in a number of carefully chosen
high-quality programs!' According to Vincow, the "co-location"
of the CASE Center and other
computer related units in the SciTech Center will result in a
"research synergism!'
Other tenants in the Science
and Technology Center will be
the School of Computer and Information Science, the School of
Information Studies, and components of the Department of
Electrical and Computer
Engineering. The Sci-Tech
Center will also house the
Department of Chemistry's
magnetic resonance lab, which is
developing techniques and instrumentation for magnetic
resonance imaging, a crucial tool

in medical science.
One of only a few such facilities
ever created, the Science and
Technology Center possesses obvious potential, according to
business and government
leaders. It is expected to foster
spin-off high-technology enterprises, attract new researchbased industries from outside of
New York state, and aid in the
education, training, and retraining of the state's work force.
"The combination of corporate, governmental, and
academic resources is an important factor in the development of
new businesses and employment;• says Robert \\1!hrle, president of the Metropolitan
Development Association, a nonprofit organization representing
business leaders in central New
York. "The center will provide a
much-needed focus for the commercialization of technology
through research and technology
transfer!'
-M.E.M.
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Industry representatives agree that
university-based research is very different
from in-house, product-group R&D.
"Inside the organization you have a very
different expectation of when you're going
to announce and deliver a product," says
Stan Muessle, IBM's liaison with SU for
the software migration project. "You have
commitments that are supported up and
down the organization."
In a university lab, research is more
open-ended. There can be no guarantees.
As a result , Muessle acknowledges,
"Anything you do in a ' research orientation' is a risk. But you must have many of
those projects going on, because without
them you can't prepare for the future."

I

n a corner of the same room full of
computers where Ed Stabler took
his improved help system for a spin,
two special computers lie in wait for
researchers who prefer the particular "environment" these machines offer.
In this context, "environment" has
nothing to do with the bare tables on which
the computers sit or the padded green
chairs strewn in front of them. Instead , it
refers to the relative ease users encounter
when they interact with the machine.
It's not at all apparent from the way they
look what makes these two machines different. But to researchers who speak
LISP- the language of artificial intelligence- the two Symbolics machines mean
the difference between working hard to express themselves and, well , having it easy.
Two decades ago, University Professor
J. Alan Robinson, the renowned research
advisor of the CASE Center, discovered a
new inference principle called resolution
that launched the field of logic programming with which computers can be programmed to prove theorems and to reason
much as humans do. More recently, he has
used LISP machines like those fro m Symbolics to develop an ultra-high-level logic
programming language called SUPER.
To a sophisticated computer user, what
makes these machines different is the way
they sort through information . Most
languages tell a computer what to do and
how to do it, while a program in LISP
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"It's difficult to
convince people to
learn enough about a
technology to use it.
But the CASE
Center provides a
forum where that
can be pushed:'
specifies the problem and lets the computer
solve it. Because LISP makes problem
solving easier, someone familiar with it can
write programs more quickly.
In the past few years, Symbolics Corp. ,
described by Business Hi'ek as the leader
in the $328-million market for LISP-based
machines, has donated a number of LISP
workstations to SU, with no particular
agenda for how they should be used. But
as the CASE Center's leading researchers
begin to learn the benefits of working with
Symbolics machines, the company expects
to learn a few things itself about what its
LISP workstations are capable of.
Paradoxical as it may seem, high-tech
companies often develop new hardware
without knowing the full range of problems
it may be called on to tackle. One ofthe best
ways to find out is to let it loose in a university setting. There, as Pease says, "The type
of problems we can pose to a machine will
tax it well beyond what the normal user can
do."
Like any company launching a new product, Symbolics is trying to broaden the
product's acceptance in the marketplace.
"It can be very difficult to convince peo-

pie to learn enough about the technology
to use it," admits Bob Kleeman, Symbolics
district sales manager. "It's dramatically
different from what they're used to. But the
CASE Center provides a forum where that
process of education can be pushed forward at a much more rapid pace than we
could possibly accomplish alone."
When the equipment is used to tackle
high-level research , the company that produced it also gains considerable credibility. Thus, for Symbolics' systems to be
used as the development tool for Robinson's SUPER language is no small distinction. As Kleeman puts it, " It does a great
deal to legitimize the tecHnology."

D

own the hill from SU, in a
handsome old brick building
on East Genesee Street, a different kind of learning is taking place. Here at Technology Businesses
Associated (TBA), an incubation center
loosely affiliated with SU, fledgling entrepreneurs learn what it takes to launch a
high-technology business.
Eleven small companies occupy the top
two floors of this former casket factory. In
one of the offices, polished wooden display
cases and an ancient safe line the walls.
Stout oak doors, brass fittings, and
elaborate moldings all testify to the
building's vintage.
Yet computers are everywhere, and
behind nearly every office door programmers can be glimpsed sitting raptly in front
of screens. That's because most TBA
tenants in this venerable old building, from
Sycon Instruments and Telos Software
Company to The Omicron Group and
Computations, Inc. , are involved in computer related pursuits.
As an incubation center, TBA is designed to help new businesses at the earliest
possible stage, while they are still refining
the product or service they eventually hope
to sell. Rents in this sheltered environment
are low- only $8 a square foot . Tenants
share secretaries, a conference room, and
a kitchen. More important, for those requiring technical consultants, Gerhard
Baule, director of technology application
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for the CASE Center and TBA , acts as a
link to the University upon the hill. CASE
Center researchers freely offer assistance,
·sometimes for months at a time, in keeping with the center's mandate to help
technology transfer along.
But technical assistance isn't the only
type of help small start-up companies need.
Together with John Monti , TBA's marketing coordinator, Baule also provides contacts within the local business community. TBA's long-term goal is to help hightech entrepreneurs move easily between
business and academia-to function , as
Monti quips, "like a swing man in basketball , playing both forward and guard."
Baule knows fi rsthand what it takes to
play that position. In 1969, Baule and
Richard McFee, both SU professors of
electrical engineering at the time, started
a company called Instruments for Cardiac
Research in Baule's garage. By the early
1980s, when the two entrepreneurs sold the
company to Squibb, yearly revenues had

hit nearly $20 million.
Today, Baule applies his hard-won expertise to the task of helping other people spin
off products from ideas. If he and Monti
are successful , the 11 new companies at
TBA will fly the coop, leaving room behind
for newer companies to take their places.
" If it works out," Baule says, " my hope
is that TBA will eventually create
something on the order of a dozen new
companies a year. These companies are
likely to be fairl y small-maybe 5-10 people per company-so you're not talking in
terms of enormous numbers of jobs. But
in time some might grow fairly large."
One company that may soon soar is
Enerlog Systems, founded in 1985 by software engineers John Rhea and Ray
DeLuke. Comfortably ensconced in a
spacious office on the third floor, the company now numbers six full-time
employees. Not so long ago, Rhea and
DeLuke worked entirely on their own.
Enerlog's beat is electrical distribution-

the process by which electricity is delivered
from utility substations into shopping
centers, stadiums, and individual homes.
Right now, the company is developing an
expert system to help utilities track power
delivery along the miles of lines that bring
electricity to customers. For the first time,
planners will be able to see on their computer screens what will happen when the
voltage on a particular line is changed, or
a different fuse installed, or a line extended to a new housing development.
"It's a powerful tool for cause-and-effect
study," says Rhea. " [The utility] will be
able to map out a scenario before it actually sends a crew out with equipment."
Both Rhea and DeLuke speak so confidently about short circuit analysis, overcurrent protection, and radial distribution
feeders, it's hard to believe that when they
began they knew far less than they do now
about what makes an electrical distribution
system tick. But through their affiliation
with TBA and the CASE Center, the two

A Different Partner
W

hile many corporations team with SU to
conduct computer
related research, others provide
the computing power that makes
most other forms of research and
instruction possible-computers
for student projects, faculty
studies and analyses, and even
administrative uses. A major
university, with departments
ranging from English to engineering, requires massive
amounts of raw computing
power.
By far themost comprehensive
attempt to meet such needs has
been a major grant agreement
between Digital Equipment
Corp. and Syracuse University
signed in Aprill985. The agreement, a $15-million computer
resource grant from Digital and
matching support from the
University, is the single largest
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corporate grant in SU's history.
"The University is acquiring a
substantial equipment grant, and
in exchange Digital will benefit
from the results of campus-wide
research, technical expertise, and
experience with networking:'
says Mike Frontuto, Digital account manager for SU. He adds
that the University will also serve
as a showcase and demonstration
site for Digital products.
Syracuse is one of only 13
schoolsinNorthAmericatotake
part in Digital's largest-ever
educational support program.
The corporation selected SU
because the University has a "major commitment to campus-wide
networking...and a five-year plan
for academic computing already
in place:' says Frontuto. SU's
record of innovative research in
logic programming, software
engineering, and artificial in-

telligence was also a major factor
in Digital's decision.
"Digital finds the programs at
Syracuse-and the setting for
potential growth-to be ideal:'
says Wendy Harris, director of
corporation and grant programs
at SU. "Certainly the grant provides a dramatic infusion of
computing resources for students, faculty members, and
researchers!'
"Overall, one can get a sense of
what's happened at SU by going
back to early 1985 when the
agreement was signed:' says
Dana Cartwright, director of
SU's Academic Computing Services. "We had an ancient mainframe computer and two VAXs.
Now, only two years later, we own
a slew ofVAXs, and we've gone to
a new generation ofequipment:'
he says.
SU's computer-aided design

laboratory was the first area of
the University to benefit from
Digital's equipment grant. Since
then, the Chemistry Department's Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Laboratory, the CASE
Center, the Advanced Graphics
Research Laboratory, the Belfer
Audio Laboratory and Archive,
the Parallel Architecture Center,
and several other areas on campus have received modern computing equipment from Digital.
Cartwright estimates that the
University's academic computing
power is 10 times what it was just
two years ago. "Overall, the new
equipment from Digital is making a major impact. There is a lot
more high level equipment so
computing and networking is
much easier," he says.
- M.E.M.
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software engineers were able to learn the
LISP skills they needed to write the program and to find their first "domain expert," electrical engineering faculty
member Can Isik, to whom they turned in
order to "capture" his expertise.
Rhea and DeLuke are young, goodhumored, and driven . They speak enthusiastically of the opportunities afforded
to them by their proximity to SU. "We've
had an open invitation to use whatever
CASE Center facilities we need," says
DeLuke. " We get to try out equipment
before we buy it, and Brad Strait does a
lot to show us off- he's always bringing
people through ."

S

U's collaborations with Niagara
Mohawk , IBM , Symbolics, and
Enerlog are just the tip of the
icebe rg . Nearly every day,
businessmen and women file into the
CASE Center conference room, coffee
cups in hand, to consider how they and SU
might work together. Generally, they leave
with the feeling that Strait and his colleagues know how to speak their language.
It remains to be seen what economic impact such collaborations will have. "There
are not going to be many more, if any,
Silicon Valleys or Route 128s," notes John
Rees, professor of geography at the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs. The recipient of a grant from the
Economic Development Administration of
the U.S. Department of Commerce, Rees
is studying the impact of university-based
high-tech research centers on local
economies in 12 states.
"Instead , there are going to be small
developments in a number of places," Rees
goes on. Syracuse, he believes, has the
right ingredients- a diverse economic base
and a quality labor force- and has the
potential for high-tech growth . In this type
of economic development, he adds, the role
of the University becomes critical.
Most state and local government officials
believe that Syracuse's decision to build the
new Science and Technology Center (see
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The University's
presenc~ when
measuring the
economic potential
of the community, is
immens~'

accompanying story) will spur a significant
amount of growth. By making first-rate
facilities available to University and industry researchers and by giving them
room to spread their wings, the new center
is likely to accelerate the pace at which new
ideas are brought to market.
"The significance of the center will , in
my opinion, extend far beyond the boundaries of Syracuse and Onondaga County as
new firms and companies 'spin off from
the ideas generated by the center," state
senator Tarky Lombardi Jr. has said .
State assemblyman Melvin Zimmer is
equally optimistic. " Syracuse University
a!ways has had a close relationship with the
Syracuse community;' he has stated. "This
relationship will become even closer as the
Ur:iversity interacts with more area
businesses through the Science and
Technology Center."
Irwin Davis, executive vice president of
the Metropolitan Development Association, a nonprofit organization of local
business leaders, envisions "a major
generation ofjobs and new businesses for
the community." In general, he adds, "The
University's presence when measuring the
economic potential of the community is
immense."

M

eanwhile, back at Niagara
Mohawk , Fred Ludwick
talks excitedly about what
lies ahead for ALFA , the
load processing program.
"ALFA is built to grow," Ludwick says.
"It'll grow as a person grows, in its intelligence."
Unlike so-called deterministic programs-programs designed to perform one
job and one job only-ALFA's capabilities
can be enlarged again and again without
redesigning the underlying software. Ludwick envisions the process of"educating"
ALFA a~ a collaboration between the
human users of the program and the program itself. " How did you arrive at your
forecast?" users might ask. If they're not
satisfied with the response, ALFA will
allow them to suggest a better way to arrive
at the answer, and ALFA will oblige.
Because the system is based on a set of rules
about forecasting demand , if the rule base
is expanded, the program is expanded at the
same time.
What ALFA is going to " learn," the
researchers who developed it at SU and
Niagara Mohawk already know: to join
forces is to learn how to move forward
together.
As far as the bigger picture is concerned,
Ludwick expresses it neatly: " Whenever
you tie industry and the University tighter
together, everybody benefits."

BETSY AMSTER, who worked f or many
years in publishing in New York City, is a
literary agent and free-lance writer based in
Syracuse.
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